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LOT # QTY

1Auction Policies1

All 20 issues from the 1976 series! In the VG+ to VF+ range, #1 is
FN+/VF-.

1Eternals #1-19 + Annual #1 Full Run2

Hardcover Omnibus. Sealed in the original shrink-wrap. NM.
1The Ultimates Omnibus Sealed Hardcover3

A 1984 series 3 Cobra Rattler that is without box, but includes
figure "Wild Weasel", accessories and instructions. Plane
measures 16 1/2"x 17 1/2"and appears to be in good condition with
small signs of storage wear and sticker wear. Wild Weasel figure
measures 3 3/4" and is in great condition. Rattler appears to have
to be missing one seeking missile. Hours were spent getting
weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for
completion and further details.

1GI Joe Cobra Rattler w/ Figure 19844

Full run of the 2002 series. #16 is the 1st appearance of Janek
Sunber and #28 has Boba Fett cover art by Tommy Lee Edwards.
VF to NM overall.

1Star Wars Empire #1-40/Full Run 20025

7 comics. Includes #1-3 from volume I and II (2009/2010). This
includes a variant 2nd printing edition of Volume II #1. NM
condition.

1Strange Tales I + II Mini-Series Set6

A 1984 series 3 SHARC and Cobra CLAW that are both without
box. SHARC comes with figure "Deep Six" and CLAW comes with
instructions. SHARC measures approximately 7 1/2" x 8 1/4" for
reference. Both vehicles are in good condition but show sticker
wear and playwear including light surface scratches and scuffs.
Vehicles come with accessories, but appear to be missing few
pieces. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the
vehicles. Please see photos for completion and further details

1GI Joe SHARC and Cobra Claw 19847

13 comics. Includes (3) complete mini-series Vader's Quest #1-4,
Underworld #1-5 and Chewbacca #1-4. NM condition.

1Star Wars Mini-Series Lot8

LOT # QTY

Issues #1-4 are convention signed by creator David Lapham. All
are first prints except for #1 (3rd) and #3 (2nd). The autographs do
not come with certificates of authenticity, but are believed to be
genuine by Back to the Past. NM condition.

1Stray Bullets #1-14/David Lapham Signed9

A 1982 series 1 VAMP and Mobile Missile Striker that are both
without box. MMS comes with both instructions and v1.5 figure
"Hawk". VAMP measures 8 1/2"x4" for reference. Both VMAP and
MMS come with accessories and appear to be complete and in
good condition with some signs of playwear including light surface
scuffs, light debris and sticker wear. Hours were spent getting
weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for
completion and further details

1GI Joe VAMP and MMS w/ Figure 198210

8 comics. Includes the Boba Fett Trilogy, the Wizard #1/2 issue, A
Bounty Hunter One-Shot and more. Twin Engines of Destruction
(#3) is the 1st appearance of Jodo Kast. NM condition.

1Star Wars Boba Fett Comic Lot/1st Jodo Kast11

39 comics. #26 is the first cover art by Jae Lee. VF+ to NM overall.
1Namor: The Sub-Mariner #1-7/10-40+Ann #1-212

A 1982 series 1 RAM motorcycle, and a 1984 series 3 MANTA
windsurfer that are both without box. RAM cycle appears to
complete, but gatling cannon appears to have a break on connector
peg. Manta comes with instructions, but is missing various pieces
including the rifle, missile and outrigger supports. Both vehicles are
in good condition with signs of playwear including missing pieces,
and small surface wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for completion and
further details

1GI Joe RAM and MANTA13

#1 is the 1st appearance of Prince Xizor, the first cover appearance
of Dash Rendar. #2 is the 1st appearance of Dash Rendar,
in-story. #3 is the first full appearance of 4-LOM and #4 is the first
appearance of Zuckuss. NM condition.

1Star Wars Shadows of the Empire #1-6/Set/Key14
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#9 is the 1st full appearance of King Shark. NM condition,
1Superboy #1-20 + Annuals #1-2/1st King Shark15

Four of Skeletor's most devilish warriors! Includes Beast Man, Mer
Man, Tri-Klops, and Clawful. Beast Man is missing his whip, figures
are otherwise complete and in good condition with minimal signs of
playwear. All Mini-Comics included. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

1MOTU Evil Warriors Lot (4)16

28 comics. Includes a 1993 1-shot, the 1994 4 part series, #0 + #1
from 2005 and #1-20 from the DC New 52 series. #5 from the New
52 series is the 1st appearance of Reign and #20 features cover art
by Emanuela Luppachino. NM condition.

1Supergirl Comics Lot17

13 comics. Includes Crimson Empire #I and II as well as the
volume II handbook. #1 from series one is the 1st appearance of
Kir Kanos, and Carnor Jax. NM condition.

1Star Wars Crimson Empire I + II + Handbook18

A 1985 V1 Quick Kick that is loose from card but includes all
original accessories (backpack, sword, and nunchucks). Figure
measures 3 3/4" in height and is in great condition with tight joints
and minimal to no playwear. Hours were spent getting weapons
and accessories to the figures. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

1GI Joe Quick Kick V1 Figure 198519

40 comics. Includes the Jim Lee run from #204 to 215. #205 and
#215 come with 2 different covers each. #189 is the 1st
appearance of Traci Thirteen, a magician who has a romantic
history with Blue Beetle (Reyes) and Natasha Irons aka Steel.
Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1Superman #189-226/Jim Lee+1st Traci Thirteen20

37 comics. First appearance of Baron Soontir Fel.  Includes the full
run (#1-35) with the Wizard #1/2 and the Volume I handbook. #21
is the 1st appearance of Baron Soontir Fel and #25 is the origin of
Baron Soontir Fel. NM condition.

1Star Wars X-Wing Rogue Squadron Run + More21

A 1984 series 3 Cobra Water Moccasin that comes with box,
instructions and accessories, and figure "Copperhead". Moccasin
measures approximately 10"x4 1/2" and is in good condition with
signs of playwear including debris, surface scuffs, even a few
broken pieces. Moccasin looks to be complete, but suffers from
some damage including breaks to the directional vanes and twin
machine guns. Copperhead figure is in great condition.  Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

1GI Joe Water Moccasin w/ Figure 198422
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Lot includes issues #650-673/675-685 with standard and variant
covers for #650,651,677 and 683. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1Superman #650-673/675-685+4 Variants23

7 comics. Includes the Heroes Illustrated special. #5 is the 1st
appearance of the Solo twins, Jacen and Jaina, the first born
children of Han and Leia. Later Jacen Solo becomes Darth
Cadeus. NM condition.

1Star Wars Dark Empire II #1-6 Set + Special24

A 1984 series 3 set which includes Zartan and Swamp Skier in
their original box, but without instruction. Both figure and vehicle
are in great condition. Zartan measures 3 3/4" in height and comes
with all accessories except for one knee pad. Chameleon swamp
skier measures 5 1/2" in length and is missing the tow container
handle, but is otherwise complete. Box is in good condition with
signs of wear and storage. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the figures and vehicles. Please see photos for
further completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Zartan and Swamp Skier 198425

38 comics from the New 52 line. #40 comes with standard and
Superfly movie poster homage variant. Overall VF to NM, most are
NM.

1Superman #0-22/32-40/51-52/Ann. #1-226

By the Empire's Hand #1-6 and Union #1-4 (The Wedding of Luke
and Mara). By the Empire's Hand  #1 is the first solo title series
featuring Mara Jade. NM condition.

1Star Wars Mara Jade Mini-Series Set Lot27

A 1985 series 4 AWE Striker that is without box, but includes
instructions, accessories and figure "Crankcase". AWE Striker
measures 7 1/2"x 4 3/4" and is in good condition. AWE Striker is
complete but does show signs of playwear including sticker wear
and some minor surface scuffing. Crankcase figure measures 3
3/4" in height and is in good condition with some paint wear, and
comes with all his accessories. Hours were spent getting weapons
and accessories to the correct figures and vehicles. Please see
photos for further completion and conditions.

1GI Joe AWE Striker w/ Figure 198528

#10 is the first meeting of Jon Kent, Superboy and Damian Wayne,
Robin. NM condition.

1Superman Rebirth #1-10 + Rebirth29

4-part limited series where Luke Skywalker is the instructor of a
Jedi Academy. NM condition.

1Star Wars: Jedi Academy: Leviathan #1-4 Set30

A collection of five GI Joe figures including  a S5 Dr. Mindbender
and Vipers, S4 Dusty, S3 Rip Cord, and S2 Gung Ho. Figures all
come with accessories but vary in completion. Figures are
generally in good to great condition with some signs of

1GI Joe Figure Lot (5)31
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discoloration from years of playwear. Hours were spent getting
weapons and accessories to the correct figures. Please see photos
for further completion as well as details and conditions.

Includes standard and variant covers for #812 and 858-860. In
issue #806, Natasha Irons becomes Steel. #835 is the 1st
appearance of Livewire in regular DC continuity. Overall VF to NM,
most are NM.

1Action Comics #800-860 + 4 Variants32

All 6 issues from the 2009 series by Dark Horse. NM condition.
1Star Wars: Invasion #0-5 Set33

Heroic Warriors Fisto and Buzz-Off complete with original card
backs. No mini-comics. See pictures for details.

1MOTU Heroic Warriors Lot (2)34

Set. 15 issues. Includes #0 Dynamic Forces Variant and Wizard
#1/2 issue. #5 is the 1st full and cover appearance of Thor as a
female, alternate reality of Earth X. NM condition.

1Earth X #0-12 + #X/#1/2+#0 Variant35

All 4 issues. Both 2 part micro-series. 1st appearance of Tag and
Bink. Return of Tag and Bink #2 is the 1st cameo appearance of
Darth Plagueis. NM condition.

1Star Wars Tag and Bink Comic Sets/Key36

A 1984 v2 Hooded Cobra Commander that was only available as a
mail-in figure from 1984-1990. Cobra Commander comes without
card, but includes his original accessory. Figure measures 3 3/4" in
height and is in good condition with tight joints and some paint
wear most notably on the gold accents. Hours were spent getting
weapons and accessories to the correct figures. Please see photos
for further completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Cobra Commander Mail-In Figure 198437

11 comics. Includes Elektra Assassin #1-8 and Elektra/Wolverine:
The Redeemer #1-3. NM condition.

1Elektra Assassin + Wolverine Redeemer Sets38

#5 is the 1st appearance of a Dark Trooper and #5 is the origin of
Yaddle. NM condition.

1Star Wars Tales #1-6/1st Dark Trooper39

A 1984 series 3 Sky Hawk that comes with original box,
instructions, and accessories. Sky Hawk measures approximately 8
3/4"x5" and appears to be complete with both missiles. Skyhawk is
in great condition with minimal signs of playwear. Box measures
7"x8 3/4" and shows signs of wear and storage. Hours were spent
getting weapons and accessories to the correct vehicles. Please
see photos for further completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Sky Hawk 198440

Missing only the last issue, #29. #1 is the 2nd team appearance of
the Elementals, introduced in Justice Machine Annual #1 (1983).
NM condition.

1Elementals Near Run #1-28 (1984)+Special41
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#7 is the 1st cameo appearance of Ailyn Vel, daughter of Boba Fett
as a baby, in a hologram. #9 is a battle between Darth Maul and
Darth Vader. #10 features cover art by Leinil Francis Yu. NM
condition.

1Star Wars Tales #7-12/1st Ailyn Vel + More42

The 1983 series 2 Pac Rat trio that consists of the Pac/Rat Missile
Launcher, Machine Gun, and Flame Thrower. Pac/Rat trio
measures 4"x2" at longest. Pac/Rat trio vehicles appear to be
complete with all accessories, but do suffer from some broken
pieces. Aside from breaks, trio shows signs of playwear including
debris and scuffing. Lot also includes and additional, but
incomplete Flamethrower. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the correct vehicles. Please see photos for further
completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Pac Rat Trio 198343

Includes #4, the 1st cameo appearance of Bloodshot. VF to NM,
most are NM.

1Eternal Warrior #1-7/9-24/26-39+Yearbook 1+244

1st Baby Yoda? #13 is the first appearance of a baby from the
unknown race of Yoda’s species. #14 is the first full appearances
of Kit Fisto and Agen Kolar. NM condition.

1Star Wars Tales #13-16/1st Baby Yoda?45

A 1982 series 1 HAL with figure "Grand Slam" and instructions, and
a 1983 series 2 twin battle gun with instructions. Hal measures
approximately 11"x5" for reference. Both machines appear
complete and are in good condition with some signs of playwear
including debris and sticker wear. Grand Slam is in great condition
with minimal wear and straight arms with no swivel. Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the correct vehicles.
Please see photos for further completion as well as details and
conditions.

1GI Joe HAL And Whirlwind46

11 comics. Includes A and B covers for #1-5 as well as the C cover
for #3. #3B is the 1st cover appearance featuring Clint Barton and
Kate Bishop. NM condition.

1Fallen Son: Death of Captain America #1-547

#17 has cover appearances of Darth Vader, Darth Maul, Count
Dooku, Asajj Ventress, Palpatine, Mother Talzin. #18 is a 64-page
issue featuring Boba Fett stories. NM condition.

1Star War Tales #17 + #1848

Battle Cat and Panthor are complete, though Panthor's flocking has
scratched off in places. Battle Ram Chariot is in great shape but is
missing missiles.

1Creatures/Vehicles (3)49

#346 is the 1st cameo appearance of the Time Variance Authority
management. #347 is the 1st team appearance of the New

1Fantastic Four #346-351/TVA + New Team!50
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Fantastic Four: Wolverine, Spider-Man, Ghost Rider, Hulk. #348 is
their 1st cover appearance. NM condition.

#19 is the 1st appearance of Ben Skywalker, Luke's son. #21 is the
1st appearance of Darca Nyl and Kyle Katarn. NM condition.

1Star Wars Tales #19-22/1st Ben Skywalker51

The 1985 series 4 figures of Tomax and Xamot. Figures come
loose, with all original accessories (sky hook, string, pistol x2) and
identification card. Figures measure 3 3/4" in height and are in
great condition with minimal to no paint wear. Hours were spent
getting weapons and accessories to the correct figures. Please see
photos for further completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Tomax and Xomat V1 Figures 198552

#352 is the 2nd cameo appearance of Time Variance Authority
management and the 1st team appearance of the Minutemen, the
TVA police force. #353 is the 1st full appearance of Mobius M.
Mobius, the Chairman of the TVA and #354 is the 1st appearance
of Casey, a train conductor for the TVA. NM condition.

1Fantastic Four #352/353/354 Key TVA53

1st cameo appearance of Darth Malak, Darth Revan and Basstila
Shan. NM condition.

1Star Wars Tales #23/1st Darth Revan Cameo54

A 1984 series 3 SLUGGER with box, instructions and driver
Thunder. Flak comes with instructions. SLUGGER measures
approximately 14"x4" for reference. SLUGGER is in good condition
with small signs of playwear and mostly complete, but is missing
the mounted machine gun. FLAK cannon is in good condition as
well with similar wear and comes complete. Hours were spent
getting weapons and accessories to the correct vehicles. Please
see photos for further completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe SLUGGER w/ Figure and FLAK55

25 consecutive issues. In issue #511, there is  a cameo
appearance of legendary artist, Jack Kirby as a god-like creator.
Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1Fantastic Four #500-52456

1st appearance of Darth Nihilus and Darth Traya. NM condition.
1Star Wars Tales #24/1st Darth Nihilus/Traya57

A collection of four GI Joe figures including  a S2 Tripwire and
Destro, S4 Ripper, and S5 Hawk. Figures all come with
accessories and all appear to be complete. Figures are generally in
good to great condition with some signs of discoloration from years
of playwear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to
the correct figures. Please see photos for further completion as well
as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Figure Lot (4)58

LOT # QTY

Lot includes #554-588. Includes #554 2nd print variant and #587 is
polybagged and also comes with the third print variant. #558 is the
1st cameo appearance of the New Defenders, later becomes the
Fantastic Force. NM condition.

1Fantastic Four #554-588/1st New Defenders59

26 consecutive issues plus Annuals #1-2 (#2 is a variant) from the
first modern Marvel series. #20 is the origin of Black Krrsantan,
specifically the scar he received from Obi-Wan and overview of
early life. NM condition.

1Star Wars #1-26 + Annual #1-2/Black Krrsantan60

A 1984 series 3 VAMP Mark II that comes with original box,
instructions, and driver "Clutch". Mark II measures approximately 8
1/2"x4" and is in good condition as well as complete. Wear includes
some debris and sticker wear. Clutch measures 3 3/4" in height.
Original box shows some wear from use and storage. Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the correct figures and
vehicles. Please see photos for further completion as well as
details and conditions.

1GI Joe Vamp Mark II w/ Figure 198461

#19 is the 1st appearance of Onome, the genius daughter of a
Wakandan engineer. NM condition.

1FF #1-19 (Future Foundation)62

All 26 issues from the 2015 series. #3 is the 1st appearance of
Doctor Aphra, 0-0-0 and BT-1. NM condition.

1Darth Vader #1-25+Ann. #1/1st Doctor Aphra63

A 1983 series 2 Wolverine that includes driver "Cover Girl".
Wolverine measures approximately 8 1/2"x5", and is in good
condition as well as complete (includes all 12 missiles). Wear
includes some light playwear including small surface scratches and
sticker wear. Covergirl is in great condition with little to no paint
wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the
correct figures and vehicles. Please see photos for further
completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Wolverine w/ Figure 198364

Includes the full run #1-60 as well as Annuals #1-2. #21 is the 1st
cameo appearance of the Marvel Zombies, #22 is the 1st full
appearance of Marvel Zombies and #30 is the 1st cover
appearance of Marvel Zombies. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1Ultimate Fantastic Four #1-60+More/1st Zombies65

11 comics. Includes Han Solo #1-5, Princess Leia #1-5, and the
C-3PO Special #1. NM condition.

1Star Wars Leia/Han Solo/C-3PO Sets66

A complete Masters of the Universe Snake Mountain playset from
1984. Set appears to be complete. Microphone has been tested
and does not work.

1MOTU Snake Mountain Play Set67
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24 comics. Issues #861-874 with Annuals #10 and 11. This lot also
includes additional variant covers for #861,862,863,870,871,872
and Annuals #10 and 11. NM condition.

1Action Comics #861-874+Ann. #10+11+Variants68

All 13 issues of the 1994 magazine from Dark Horse. This lot
comes with some promo cards, comics and more. Overall VF to
NM, most are NM condition.

1Star Wars Galaxy Magazine #1-13 Full Run!69

A 1983 series 2 SNAKE Battle Armor with instructions. Snake is
complete with all swapable weapons and in good condition. Plastic
appears slightly discolored due to age and shows some light
playwear including surface scuffs and paint wear. SNAKE
measures 4 1/4"x3". Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the correct figures. Please see photos for further
completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe SNAKE Battle Armor 198370

#9 is the 2nd appearance and origin of Calvin Ellis, Superman of
Earth-23. NM condition.

1Action Comics #1-30+Annuals #1+2/Key71

86 comics. Lot includes #1-80, #81 from 2009, #0, Annuals #1-2,
the 80-page giant and the Secret Files and Origins issue. VF to
NM, most are NM.

1Starman #1-81 + Extras Full Run (1994)/DC72

A 1985 Snow Cat vehicle with accessories and driver Frostbite, and
a 1983 Polar Battle Bear. Snow Cat measures 9 1/2"x5" and
appears to be complete and in good condition. Snow Cat appears
to have all accessories (2 ski missiles and 4 electric missiles), and
shows some signs of playwear including small surface scratches
and debris. Frostbite is in great condition with little to no signs of
playwear. Polar Battle Bear measures just short of 8" and is
missing several pieces. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the correct vehicles and figures. Please see photos
for further completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Snow Cat w/ Figure and Polar Battle Bear73

35 comics. #22 and #23 are the 1st cameo and full appearance of
Batman Beyond (Tim Drake) outside of the DC Animated Universe.
Included are additional variant covers for #1,8,10,13,25 and 26. VF
to NM, most are NM.

1Superman/Batman #1-26 + Variants/Key74

19 comics. Includes an additional Gone with the Wind homage
variant cover for #17. VF to NM, most are NM.

1Superman/Wonder Woman #1-17 +Annual75

A 1982 Snake Eyes figure that is without packaging, but is
complete with Identification Card. Figure has all accessories
(submachine gun and explosive pack). Figure measures 3 3/4" and
is in great condition with little playwear. Hours were spent getting

1GI Joe Snake Eyes Figure 198276

LOT # QTY
weapons and accessories to the correct figures. Please see photos
for further completion as well as details and conditions.

Complete 4 part series from 1998 by Jeph Loeb and Tim Sale.
Prestige format. NM condition.

1Superman For All Seasons #1-4 Set77

29 comics. Includes the full run from 2005 plus the Hyperion and
Nighthawk mini-series. VF to NM, most are NM.

1Supreme Power #1-18 + Mini Sets Lot78

A 1982 JUMP unit that comes without box but includes accessories
and instructions. JUMP unit is complete and includes additional
pieces. Unit measures 4"x4", and is in great condition with little to
no surface wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the correct sets. Please see photos for further
completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe JUMP unit 198279

This was the first traditional comic book published by IDW. The plot
of this comic was that a small Alaskan town is invaded by vampires
during a naturally occurring, month-long absence of sunlight. This
was made into a movie in 2007. NM condition.

130 Days of Night #1-3 Set/1st Prints80

First 13 issues of the 1983 series. NM-/NM overall. #1 appears to
be signed by John Byrne at a convention. There is no certificate of
authenticity, but Back to the Past believes it to be genuine.

1The Thing #1-13 (1983)81

Includes Prince Adam and three of his heroic allies: Buzz-Off,
Man-E-Faces, and Stratos! Buzz-Off is missing his helmet, Stratos
(blue wing version) is missing the arm band on one of his wings,
Man-E-Faces and Prince Adam are complete. Includes the
Vengeance of Skeletor mini-comic, originally packed with Stratos.

1MOTU Heroic Warriors Lot (4)82

9 prestige format comics. Includes Superman/Aliens #1-3, The
Dark Side #1-3, Silver Surfer/Superman #1, A Nation Divided and
Under A Yellow Sun. NM condition.

1Superman Prestige Format Lot83

#117 is the first meeting of Venom and Wolverine. NM condition.
1Marvel Comics Presents #117-122 Venom84

A 1984 series 3 Firefly figure. Firefly comes loose from card, and
includes all his original accessories. Figure measures 3 3/4" in
height and is in good condition with tight joints with little to no paint
wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the
correct figures. Please see photos for further completion as well as
details and conditions.

1GI Joe Firefly Figure 198485

All 6 issues. NM condition.
1Marvel Universe: The End #1-6 Set/Thanos86
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#11 is the 1st appearance of Iron Maiden, Melina Vostokoff, a
female assassin and enemy of the Black Widow and #12 is her first
cover appearance. VF to NM, most are NM.

1Marvel Fanfare #1+#7-23/1st Iron Maiden87

A 1984 series 3 COBRA ASP that comes with original box, and
instructions. ASP measures approximately 9 1/2"x4 1/4" and is in
good condition as well as complete. Wear includes some debris
and sticker wear. Original box shows some wear from use and
storage. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the
correct vehicles. Please see photos for further completion as well
as details and conditions.

1GI Joe COBRA ASP 198488

8 different Holiday Specials. You get all pictured. VF to NM, most
are NM.

1Marvel Holiday Specials Lot89

4 issue set that highlights the painted card set. These issues
premiered 5 new paintings. NM condition.

1Marvel Masterpieces Collection #1-4 Set90

A 1984 series 3 COBRA Stinger 4-WD that comes with original
box, instructions, and driver. Stinger measures approximately 8
3/4"x4" and is in good condition as well as complete. Wear includes
some debris and sticker wear as well as two missiles have broken
pieces. Pieces are included. Driver measures 3 3/4" in height.
Original box shows some wear from use and storage. Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the correct figures and
vehicles. Please see photos for further completion as well as
details and conditions.

1GI Joe Stinger 198491

Newsstand Edition! 2nd appearance of Spider-Man's black
costume, tied with Spectacular Spider-Man #90. NM- condition.

1Marvel Team-Up #141/Key Newsstand!92

Lot contains issues #117,118,135,142-150 as well as Annuals #6
and 7. #117 is the 1st appearance of Professor Power. Overall VF
to NM, most are NM.

1Marvel Team-UP Lot/1st Professor Power93

A collection of four GI Joe figures including  a S1 Rock n' Roll, S2
Doc, and S4 Quick Kick and Eels. Figures all come with
accessories but vary in completion. Figures are generally in good to
great condition with some signs of discoloration from years of
playwear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to
the correct figures. Please see photos for further completion as well
as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Figure Lot (4)94

Full run of 16 issues. #5 is the 1st appearance of Ultimate Nick
Fury. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1Ultimate Marvel Team-Up #1-16 Run/Key95

LOT # QTY

All 15 issues from the 1983-1984 series. VF to NM overall.
1Official Handbook of the Marvel Universe96

A 1985 series 4 Eels figure. Eels comes loose from card, and
includes all his original accessories. Figure measures 3 3/4" in
height and is in good condition with tight joints with little to no paint
wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the
correct figures. Please see photos for further completion as well as
details and conditions.

1GI Joe Eels Figure 198597

All 8 issues from the 2003 series. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.
1Marvel 1602 #1-8 Set/Neil Gaiman98

All 5 issues. #1-4 have acetate covers. NM condition.
1Marvels #1-4 + #0/Alex Ross99

Three action figures from the Evil Horde range! All figures are
complete with accessories. Hordak and Grizzlor's mini-comics are
included.

1MOTU Evil Horde Lot (3)100

All 20 issues from the 1985-1988 series. VF to NM overall.
1Official Handbook Marvel Universe (Deluxe)101

#8 is the 1st appearance of Captain Universe. VF to NM overall.
1Micronauts #1-59 + Annuals/Full Run102

A 1984 series 3 Storm Shadow figure. Storm Shadow comes loose
from card, and includes all his original accessories and
identification card. Figure measures 3 3/4" in height and is in good
condition with tight joints with little to no paint wear. Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the correct figures.
Please see photos for further completion as well as details and
conditions.

1GI Joe Storm Shadow Figure 1984103

Full run of the 2014 series by Grand Morrison. Includes Director's
Cut and Guidebook. NM condition.

1Multiversity Full Set (2014) Morrison104

Complete mini-series. NM condition.
1Moon Knight #1-4 (1998) Set105

A 1991 series 10 Cloudburst figure with Air Commando that are
loose without box. Glider measures approximately 8"x10" and is in
good condition with  no tears or major damage. Figure measures 3
3/4" in height and is in good condition with tight joints with little to
no paint wear. Figure is missing his weapon. Hours were spent
getting weapons and accessories to the correct figures and
vehicles. Please see photos for further completion as well as
details and conditions.

1GI Joe Cloudburst w/ Air Glider 1991106

All 12 issues of the 2011 series. NM condition.
1Moon Knight #1-12 Set (2011)107
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47 issues from the 1986 series. #8 is the 1st appearance of the
Tunnel Rat. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1The 'Nam #1-33 + #35-48108

A 1983 series 2 Cobra HISS that includes driver. HISS measures
approximately 9 1/2"x4", and is in good condition as well as
complete. Wear includes some light playwear including small
surface scratches and sticker wear. Driver is in good condition with
little paint wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the correct figures and vehicles. Please see photos
for further completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe COBRA HISS Tank w/ Figure 1983109

9 comics. Includes the #1-4 series from 1995, #1-2 from the
ongoing series from 1995, Alfred's Return one-shot and New 52
#1-2. NM-/NM condition.

1Nightwing Comic Lot110

#3 is the first appearance of Lobo. NM-/NM condition.
1Omega Men #1-10/1st Lobo111

A set of handheld GI Joe toys that include an official Flashlite and
Transceiver Walkie Talkie. Flashlight measures 7 1/4" in length,
has been tested and does not work. Walkie Talkie is 4" in length
without the antennae extended. Both items are in okay to good
condition with signs of playwear including paint wear, scratches,
and sticker wear. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

1GI Joe Flashlite and Walkie Talkie 1982112

Full set from 2013. #10 is the 1st cameo appearance of Angela in
the Marvel Universe. NM condition.

1Age of Ultron #1-10 + #10AI Set113

All 3 issues plus the collected hardcover by Neil Gaiman. NM
condition.

1Alice Cooper Last Temptation #1-3 + HC114

Mostly complete! Missing Computer, Space Suit, and Armory
cardboard inserts. Weapon rack is nearly complete, only missing
laser pistol. Combat Trainer missing base. Everything else is there.
Trap door and other structural pieces missing some tabs - see
pictures for details.

1MOTU Castle Grayskull115

Complete set from 1990. NM condition.
1Aliens Vs. Predator #1-4 Set116

Includes Colonial Marines #1-10 (Set), Hive #1-4 set, and
Genocide #1-4 set. NM-/NM condition.

1Aliens Limited Series Lot117

A 1984 series 3 Spirit figure. Spirit comes loose from card, and
includes all his original accessories and identification card. Figure
measures 3 3/4" in height and is in good condition with tight joints
with little to no paint wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and

1GI Joe Spirit Figure 1984118

LOT # QTY
accessories to the correct figures. Please see photos for further
completion as well as details and conditions.

1st appearance of Jessica Jones. NM condition.
1Alias #1-9/1st Jessica Jones Marvel119

In issue #19, Elizabeth Twoyoungmen becomes Talisman. Issues
#1-3 appear to have been signed by writer/artist John Byrne at a
convention. No Certificate of Authenticity, but Back to the Past
believes them to genuine. VF to NM condition.

1Alpha Flight #1-28 (1983)120

A working G.I Joe 1982 "MOBAT" vehicle that is with original box
and includes figure "Steeler", accessories, and instructions. Vehicle
measures 11"x5 1/2". Vehicle appears to be in great condition with
minimal signs of storage wear and sticker wear. Steeler figure
measures 3 3/4" and is in great condition. MOBAT is battery
powered, and has been tested. Hours were spent getting weapons
and accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for completion
and further details. Vehicle does not come with batteries.

1GI Joe MOBAT 1982121

22 one-shots from the Marvel/DC mash-up series from 1996/97.
NM-/NM condition.

1Amalgam Comics Lot of (22) Marvel/DC122

36 issues! #5 from the 1988 series is the 1st appearance of Crafty
the Coyote, a creature that walks like a man and is painfully
resurrected every time it is killed. Crafty is inspired by Wile E.
Coyote, the Looney Tunes character. VF+/NM condition.

1Animal Man #1-26 (1988) + #1-8 (New 52)123

A collection of four series 3 GI Joe figures including Mutt,
Blowtorch, Scrap Iron and Recondo. Figures all come with
accessories but vary in completion. Figures are generally in good to
great condition with some signs of discoloration from years of
playwear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to
the correct figures. Please see photos for further completion as well
as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Figure Lot (4)124

This lot comes with 2 copies of #1. One of them is signed by
creator Matt Feazell. This was convention signed and does not
come with a CoA, but is believed by Back to the Past to be
genuine. VF condition.

1Ant Boy #1-2 Matt Feazell Signed125

28 comics. Includes #1-24 from the 1994 series as well as the 4
part series from 1988. #2 from the 94 series features the severing
of Aquaman's hand. NM-/NM condition.

1Aquaman Comic Lot126

A 1983 series 2 Cobra HISS that includes driver. HISS measures
approximately 9 1/2"x4", and is in good condition as well as
complete. Wear includes some light playwear including small

1GI Joe COBRA HISS Tank w/ Figure 1983127
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surface scratches and sticker wear. Driver is in good condition with
little paint wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the correct figures and vehicles. Please see photos
for further completion as well as details and conditions.

#2 is the 1st appearance of the Trench King. NM condition.
1Aquaman #1-12 (New 52) 1st Trench King128

#6 is the 1st appearance of Bobbi Morse, unnamed, later becomes
Mockingbird. #1 is VF/VF+ condition, lot is VG to FN- overall.

1Astonishing Tales #1-8/1970 1st Bobbi Morse129

A 1983 series 2 COBRA FANG that comes without box, but comes
with instructions. FANG measures approximately 9"x2 1/2" with a
12" propeller and is in good condition and nearly complete. Wear
includes some sticker wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the correct vehicles. Please see photos for further
completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe COBRA FANG 1983130

37 comics. Includes series 1 #1-6 set, #1-22 series 2, #1/2, Local
Heroes #1-5, Flip Book and the Samaritan and Supersonic
Specials. NM condition.

1Astro City Super Lot131

Includes 627 (x3 w/ 2 covers), 628, 629 and 630 (variant). NM
condition.

1Archie Meets Kiss #627-630 w/Variants132

Three vintage Masters of the Universe figures including He-Man
(complete), Webstor (complete), and Skeletor (missing Havoc
Staff, armor broken). Includes the Vengeance of Skeletor
Mini-Comic.

1MOTU He-Man Vs Skeletor (3)133

#343 is the 1st partial team appearance of the Gatherers: Javert,
the third Swordsman, and Magdalene- alternate reality Avengers
who survived the destruction of their homeworld.  Overall VF to
NM, most are NM.

1Avengers #332-345/1st Gatherers134

11 comics. Salvation one-shot (Mignola/Gibbons), Earth Angel
(John Byrne), Sacrifice, Labyrinth #1-4 and Rogue #1-4. NM
condition.

1Aliens Limited Series/One-Shots Lot135

A 1983 series 2 Zap figure. Zap comes loose from card, and
includes all his original accessories. Figure measures 3 3/4" in
height and is in good condition with tight joints with little to no paint
wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the
correct figures. Please see photos for further completion as well as
details and conditions.

1GI Joe Zap Figure 1983136

LOT # QTY

1st appearance of Dizzy Cordova and Agent Graves. NM condition
1100 Bullets #1 DC/Vertigo137

All 5 issues.  NM condition.
1300 #1-5 Frank Miller/Set138

A collection of four GI Joe figures including S1 Short Fuze, S3
Scrap Iron, S2 Doc and S3 Clutch. Figures all come with
accessories but vary in completion. Figures are generally in good to
great condition with some signs of discoloration from years of
playwear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to
the correct figures. Please see photos for further completion as well
as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Figure Lot (4)139

Series based on the popular science fiction movie by Stanley
Kubrick. #1 is NM, #2 is VF=/VF, and #3 is NM-.

12001: A Space Odyssey #1-3 (1976)140

All 26 issues of the Allred series.  NM-/NM condition.
1X-Statix #1-26 Full Run (2002)141

A collection of two Spawn figures from the Spawn Samurai Wars
that are sealed, new in box. Figures include Samurai Spawn and
Lotus Warrior. Bubbles and card are both in good condition with
some storage wear including light discoloration to the bubble.
Cards measure 13 1/2"x8 1/4". Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

1Spawn Samurai Wars Figures NIB (2)142

#1 is the 1st team appearance of the Dark Council. #12 is the
Origin of Mjolnir, Thor's hammer, specifically its power stems from
a cosmic, world-destroying storm trapped by Odin in Uru metal,
forged into a hammer and enchanted so only those who are worthy
could lift it. NM condition.

1The Mighty Thor #1-12 (2016)143

1st cover appearance of Riri Williams as Ironheart, in costume. NM
condition.

1Invincible Iron Man #1-2/Key Riri144

A collection of three Spawn figures from the Spawn 17th series that
are sealed, new in box. Figures include Spawn V and two Medieval
Spawns. Bubbles and card are both in good condition with some
storage wear including light discoloration and some slight
separation from card to bubble.. Cards measure 13 1/2"x8 1/4".
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1Spawn Classic Figures (3)145

#100 has 3 different covers. #111 is the 1st appearance and origin
of Lady Bullseye. NM overall.

1Daredevil #100-119/1st Lady Bullseye146

Variant cover art by Terry Dodson. NM condition with slight spine
roll.

1Daredevil #111 Variant/1st Lady Bullseye147

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Includes Pincer and Strykor  from Select Merchandise's Ninja line!
Neither is complete, with some weapons missing, but Strykor  has
his cloth outfit. You get all pictured.

1Creatures/Vehicles (3)148

Includes an extra copy of #500 (2nd print variant). NM condition.
1Daredevil #500-512149

15 issues from the 2011 series. NM condition.
1Daredevil #1-14 + #10.1 (2011)150

A 1983 series 2 Breaker figure. Breaker comes loose from card,
and includes all his original accessories. Figure measures 3 3/4" in
height and is in good condition with tight joints with little to no paint
wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the
correct figures. Please see photos for further completion as well as
details and conditions.

1GI Joe Breaker Figure 1983151

All 6 issues from the 2001 series. NM condition.
1Daredevil Yellow #1-6 Set Loeb/Tim Sale152

DHC #7 is the 1st appearance of Nomi Sunrider, a Jedi Master. In
Insider #15, Star Wars: Tales of the Jedi comic strips begin. VF+ to
NM overall.

1Dark Horse Comics #1-10 + Insider #1-18153

A collection of four GI Joe figures including S2 Gung Ho, Airborne,
Tripwire, and a S4 Torch. Figures all come with accessories and
are all complete. Figures are generally in good to great condition
with some signs of discoloration from years of playwear. Hours
were spent getting weapons and accessories to the correct figures.
Please see photos for further completion as well as details and
conditions.

1GI Joe Figure Lot (4)154

#36 is the first battle of Aliens vs Predator. The standard and
variant covers are included. NM-/NM condition.

1Dark Horse Presents #25-50/1st AVP Battle155

The fifth anniversary Special is the debut of Sin City and is the 1st
appearance of Marv. Sin City stories begin in DHP #51 and
continue through Dark Horse Presents #62. NM condition.

1Dark Horse Presents #51-62+Special/Key Sin City156

A collection of two Spawn figures from the Spawn Samurai Wars
that are sealed, new in box. Figures include Jyaaku The Nightmare
and Scorpion Assassin. Bubbles and card are both in good
condition with some storage wear including light discoloration to
the bubble. Cards measure 13 1/2"x8 1/4". Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

1Spawn Samurai Wars Figures NIB (2)157

8 different specials. You get all pictured. NM-/NM condition.
1DC Holiday/Halloween Specials Lot158

LOT # QTY

#17 is the 1st cameo team appearance of the Wrecking Crew:
Bulldozer, Piledriver, Thunderball, Wrecker and the first meeting of
Luke Cage and the Defenders. VF to NM- condition.

1Defenders #12/13/17/19/20 1st Wrecking Crew159

A collection of two Spawn figures from the Spawn Samurai Wars
that are sealed, new in box. Figures include Dojo and Jackal
Assassin. Bubbles and card are both in okay to good condition with
some storage wear including light discoloration to the bubble and
some bends to the card. Cards measure 13 1/2"x8 1/4". Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

1Spawn Samurai Wars Figures NIB (2)160

#43 is the 1st appearance of a Nick Fury Life Model Decoy, later
renamed Max Fury. VF+/NM- condition.

1Defenders #43-49, 51/1st Nick Fury LMD161

#48 is the First meeting of Doctor Strange and Brother Voodoo.
Overall NM, #51 is Filler (moisture damage).

1Doctor Strange #48-53 Brother Voodoo162

A collection of three still sealed, new in package Robotech figures
that include Miriya, Khyron, and Robotech Master. Khyron is the
largest figure with his card measuring 11 1/2"x6". Cards are in good
condition with some signs of wear including edgewear, lights bends
and sticker damage. Bubbles on two figures appear to be
squashed, but figures are still in great shape. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

1Robotech Sealed Figures (3)163

#6 is the 1st appearance of Mephista, daughter of Mephisto. #10 is
the 1st appearance of Victor Strange. NM-/NM condition.

1Doctor Strange #5-18/1st Mephista164

In issue #350, the relationship of the Black Knight and Sersi
begins. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1Avengers #346-375 Black Knight/Sersi165

Evil Warriors Jitsu and Whiplash with original card backs. Jitsu is
complete, Whiplash is missing his spear. See photos for details.

1MOTU Evil Warriors Lot /w cards166

Included a  copy of #500 Director's Cut. In issue #503, Death of
Agatha Harkness, killed by the Scarlet Witch after discovering she
once had children and Agatha was instrumental in making her
forget. NM condition.

1Avengers #476-503/Death of Agatha167

16 comics. Includes all of the variants pictured! NM condition.
1New Avengers #1-6 + Variants168

A 1984 series 3 Baroness figure. Baroness comes loose from card,
and includes all his original accessories and identification card.
Figure measures 3 3/4" in height and is in good condition with tight
joints with little to no paint wear. Hours were spent getting
weapons and accessories to the correct figures. Please see photos

1GI Joe Baroness Figure 1984169
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for further completion as well as details and conditions.

#7 is the 1st team appearance of the Illuminati: Professor X, Doctor
Strange, Black Bolt, Iron Man, Namor. Lot includes variants for
issues #8,9 and 10. NM condition.

1New Avengers #7-10/1st Illuminati + Variants170

Includes additional variant covers for #21 and 23. #11 is the 1st
appearance of Maya Lopez as Ronin, formerly Echo. NM condition.

1New Avengers #11-26 1st Maya as Ronin171

A collection of various GI Joe accessories, figure parts,
identification cards and more.

1GI Joe Misc. Parts and Cards172

#27 is the 1st appearance of the second Ronin, later revealed to be
Clint Barton. #35 is a variant venomized cover by Leinil Francis Yu.
NM condition.

1New Avengers #27-39/1st Clint Barton Ronin173

#40 is the 1st appearance of Veranke, a Skrull Queen. NM
condition.

1New Avengers #40-48/1st Veranke174

A collection of four Nitro Riders with figures from the Spawn series
that are loose without box. Riders include After Burner, Flash Point,
Green Vapor, and Eclipse. Bikes measure around 10" in length and
show various signs of wear including storage wear, paint wear, and
small surface scratches. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

1Spawn Nitro Riders Loose Lot (4)175

Includes additional variants for issue #49,50,51,52 and 56. #49 is a
partial appearance of the Dark Avengers. In issue #53,Brother
Voodoo becomes Sorcerer Supreme in the mainstream Marvel
universe. #54 is the first Doctor Voodoo. NM condition.

1New Avengers #49-63 + Variants/Dr. Voodoo176

Full run includes additional 2nd print variants for #1 and 2 as well
as the 16.1 issue. #18 is the 1st team appearance of a new Dark
Avengers roster. NM condition.

1New Avengers #1-34 + Annual #1 + #16.1 (2010)177

A factory sealed 1998 Special Edition Spiked Spawn in tank display
case by McFarlane toys. Figure is complete and in excellent
condition as it is still sealed. Display tank measures 12"x8 1/2" and
is in great condition due to being sealed in its factory plastic film.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1Special Edition Sealed Spawn Tank Figure178

22 comics. Includes 2nd print variants for #1 and #13. #13 is the
1st team appearance of the Secret Warriors. NM condition.

1The Mighty Avengers #1-20/1st Secret Warriors179

Also included is the 2nd print variant for #2. #1 is the 1st cameo
team appearance of the Next Avengers. #6 is their 1st full
appearance. In issue #12, Iron Man wields the Infinity Gauntlet.

1Avengers #1-34 + #12.1 + #24.1 + Annual #1180

LOT # QTY
NM condition.

Includes partial Talon Fighter model kit and unidentified
wings/cockpits. You get what you get. You get all pictured.

1Incomplete Vehicles Lot181

All 33 issues from the 2013 series are included. In issue #7,
Wakanda declares war on Atlantis. Issue #8 is the 1st partial team
appearance of the Black Order aka Cull Obsidian. Issue #9 is their
first full appearance. Issue #10 is the 1st appearance of Thane
(son of Thanos). NM condition.

1New Avengers #1-33/Full Run 1st Thane182

Issue #1 is the 1st team appearance of the Mighty Avengers, Blade
as Spider-Hero and Monica Rambeau becomes Spectrum, formerly
Photon, Pulsar and the second Ms. Marvel. NM condition.

1Mighty Avengers #1-4 (2013)183

A 1985 series 4 Shipwreck figure. Shipwreck comes loose from
card, and includes all his original accessories. Figure measures 3
3/4" in height and is in good condition with tight joints with little to
no paint wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories
to the correct figures. Please see photos for further completion as
well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Shipwreck Figure 1985184

Full run of the 2012 series. NM condition.
1Uncanny Avengers #1-25 + Annual #1 + #8AU185

Full run. Issue #9 is the 1st cover and second appearance of the
Wasp, Nadia Pym. Issue #0 is the 1st cameo appearance of
American Kaiju, Robert Maverick (2nd red Hulk), and the first team
cameo of The Ultimates: Captain Marvel, Black Panther, Ms.
America Chavez, Spectrum, Blue Marvel. NM condition.

1All-New All-Different Avengers #1-15 + #0 (2015)186

A 1983 Falcon Attack Glider that comes without box, but comes
with instructions and two Grunt figures. Falcon measures
approximately 19 1/2"x10 1/4" and is missing several pieces.
Overall Falcon is in good condition. Wear includes some gouging
and scratching. Grunt figures measure 3 3/4" and are in good
condition as well. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the correct vehicles. Please see photos for further
completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Falcon Attack Glider w/ Figures 1983187

#1 is the 1st cameo appearance and origin of Captain Marvel,
Genis-Vell in cosmic form, from an alternate reality. #9 is the Origin
of Kang, a definitive origin of the character. NM-/NM condition.

1Avengers Forever #1-12 Set/Kang Origin188

7 comics. Includes the standard and 2nd print variant of the
one-shot. NM condition.

1New Avengers Illuminati #1-5 + 1-Shot + Variant189

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A collection of two boxed Spawn figures including a Medieval
Spawn vs Malebolgia figure set, and still sealed Dark Age Spawn
figure. Spawn vs Malebolgia comes in original box that appears to
have been opened, but figures and accessories are still sealed.
Box has some wear including separation of the bubble in some
places and measures 11"x5". Medieval Spawn is fully sealed and in
great condition. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

1Spawn Figure Sets (2)190

24 comics. Includes Warlock and the Infinity Watch #1-16, Silver
Surfer/Warlock Resurrection #1-4 and Warlock Chronicles #1-4.
NM condition.

1Warlock Comic Lot (Marvel)191

#1-4 with 2 copies of #1. #1 is the 2nd appearance of Warlord. #2
is the 1st appearance of Machiste.  #4 s VF-/VF, #1 is VF, and
#2-3 are VF+/NM-.

1Warlord #1-4 (1976) DC/Mike Grell192

A collection of two sealed McFarlane toys which include a series 16
Spawn Eclipse 5000 Nitro Rider, and a Movie Maniacs Brundle Fly
figure. Figures are in excellent condition as they are still sealed.
Bubbles and cards are in good condition, but do show wear
including discoloration and squishing to the plastic bubbles, some
bending and creasing to the cards. Nitro Rider card measures 12
1/2"x10" for reference. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

1McFarlane Toy Lot (2)193

8 different issues. You get all pictured. NM condition.
1What If One-Shot Set of (8) (2005)194

Includes all 26 issues of the 1985 series as well as the 5 issue
1987 update. VF to NM overall.

1Who's Who in the DC Universe Set w/Update195

A 1982 series 1 Rock n' Roll figure. Rock n' Roll comes loose from
card, and includes all his original accessories and identification
card. Figure measures 3 3/4" in height and is in good condition with
tight joints with little to no paint wear. Hours were spent getting
weapons and accessories to the correct figures. Please see photos
for further completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Rock n' Roll Figure 1982196

This has never been reprinted and is tougher to find, especially the
variant cover. NM condition.

1Wildcats/Aliens One-Shot w/Variant197

25 comics. Includes Trilogy #1-3, #1 Special, Wildcats #1 (8 cover
variants including 2 Dynamic Forces),2,3 (2 covers),4,5 (2 covers),
Annual 200, Mosaic Special, 1998 San Diego Preview, #1 (2
covers, 2006) and Wizard World #0. NM condition.

1Wildcats Modern Lot with Variants198

LOT # QTY

Three vintage Masters of the Universe figures including He-Man,
Kobra Khan, and King Hiss. All complete except for Mini-comics.

1MOTU He-Man Vs. Snake Men (3)199

#!7 has a classic cover by John Byrne. #24 and #27 feature iconic
Jim Lee covers. NM-/NM condition.

1Wolverine #11-30/Lee/Byrne Covers200

Includes the standard cover, Brown Suit Edition and the Wizard
World sketch edition. NM condition.

1Wolverine #20 with 2 Variants201

A 1982 series 1 Flash figure. Flash comes loose from card, and
includes all his original accessories and identification card. Figure
measures 3 3/4" in height and is in good condition with tight joints
with little to no paint wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the correct figures. Please see photos for further
completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Flash Figure 1982202

Includes variant covers for issues #26,27,32,36,43, and 50-55. 55
is a Greg Land cover that is inspired by Crime SuspenStories #22
(1954). Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1Wolverine #21-56 with Variants203

Includes all of the issues in the story arc and additional variant
covers for #67 and 68. NM-/NM condition.

1Wolverine #66-72 + Giant Old Man Logan + More204

A collection of four GI Joe figures including S2 Major Bludd,
Destro, Torpedo, and a S5 Dr. Mindbender. Figures all come with
accessories and vary in completion. Figures are generally in good
to great condition with some signs of discoloration from years of
playwear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to
the correct figures. Please see photos for further completion as well
as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Figure Lot (4)205

14 comics. Includes Ultimate Wolverine Vs. Hulk #1-4, The End
#1-6 and Wolverine/Hulk #1-4 (Marvel Knights). NM-/NM condition.

1Wolverine Limited Series Lot/Hulk206

Debut of X-23 as Wolverine in classic costume. NM condition.
1All-New Wolverine #1/X-23 (2016)207

A collection of two factory sealed Spawn figures which includes a
series 27 Art of Spawn Clown 5 figure and a Cosmic Angela.
Figures are both in excellent condition as they are still sealed,
however their packaging does show some wear with Angela have
more notable wear. Angela's card and bubble are in good
condition, but show sticker wear and card is lightly curved. Angela's
card measures approximately 13"x7 3/4" for reference. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

1Spawn Figure Lot NIB (2)208
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#7 is the 1st appearance of Barbara Ann Minerva, becomes
Cheetah in issue #9. NM condition.

1Wonder Woman #1-38 + Ann. #1-2 Key Cheetah209

Includes Prologue #1 (standard and 2nd print variant) as well as
#1-5 with an additional 2nd print variant for issue #1. #5 is the 1st
cameo appearance of Skaar in the mainstream Marvel Universe.
NM condition.

1World War Hulk #1-5 + Prologue/1st Skaar210

A collection of four Marvel figures including two from Generation
X's Skin and Penance, as well as X-Men's Ninja Psylocke and
Ninja Sabretooth. Figures are in excellent condition as they are still
sealed in original packages. Cards and bubbles vary in condition
but generally show some wear including some warping, creases,
and scuffs. Cards measure approximately 12" in height. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

1Marvel's Generation X + X-Men Sealed Figures (4)211

14 comics. Includes the complete 10 part series, the Elseworlds
one-shot as well as the 3 part prestige format series called World's
Apart. NM condition.

1World's Finest Sets Lot Superman/Batman212

#134 is the 1st appearance of Kid Omega. NM-/NM condition.
1New X-Men #134-154213

Evil Warriors Webstore and Kobra Khan complete with
accessories, mini-comics, and original card backs. You get
everything pictured.

1MOTU Evil Warriors Lot w/ cards214

35 comics. #3 and 6 are the 1st cameo and full appearance of
Abigail Brand, an agent of S.W.O.R.D. Also included are the #1
Director's Cut and variant covers for #4,10,13,17 and 19-24. NM
condition.

1Astonishing X-Men #1-24 + Variants/Key215

26 comics. Full run. NM condition.
1X-Men Forever #1-24/Annual #1/Giant-Size216

A 1983 series 2 V1.5 Grunt figure. Grunt comes loose from card,
and includes all his original accessories and Identification Card.
Figure measures 3 3/4" in height and is in good condition with tight
joints with little to no paint wear. Hours were spent getting
weapons and accessories to the correct figures. Please see photos
for further completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Grunt V1.5 Figure 1983217

Includes the standard edition and the Quesada Wolverine fire
variant. 1st appearance of Vulcan, brother of Cyclops and Havok.
NM condition.

1X-Men Deadly Genesis #1 + Variant/Key218

LOT # QTY

7 comics. Includes 3 #1 issues with 2 different covers (Green Suit
variant). NM condition.

1X-Men Phoenix End Song #1-5 + Variant/Set219

A collection of various GI Joe accessories, weapons, instructions
and more.

1GI Joe Misc. Parts220

4 comics. Includes the official Movie Adaptation, Magneto Prequel
with Dynamic Forces exclusive variant and Toys R Us exclusive
prequel. NM condition.

1X-Men The Movie/Prequel w/Variants221

#1-8 from the 2013 series. Includes the Zombified variant by Arthur
Suydam that was inspired by The Beatles album, Abbey Road. NM
condition.

1X-Men #1-8 + Beatles Zombie Variant!222

A collection of three still sealed, new in package X-Men Robot
Fighters that include Storm, Cyclops, and Wolverine. Figures are in
excellent conditions as they are still sealed. Packaging is generally
in good to great condition with mild scuffing to the card/bubble.
Card measures 12"x7 3/4" for reference. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

1X-Men Robot Fighter Lot NIB (3)223

42 comics. Full run of the 2012 series. NM condition.
1All-New X-Men #1-41 Full Run + Special224

All 35 issues from the 2013 series. NM condition.
1Uncanny X-Men #1-35 Run (2013)225

A collection of three still sealed, new in package X-Men Missile
Flyers that include Future Wolverine, Future Bishop, and Future
Shard. Figures are in excellent conditions as they are still sealed.
Packaging is generally in good condition with mild scuffing and
bending to the card/bubble and some light discoloration to the
plastic. Card measures 12"x7 3/4" for reference. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

1X-Men Missile Flyer Lot NIB (3)226

Complete 3 part series and the first appearance of Angela who
moved from Image to Marvel comics. NM condition.

1Angela #1-3 + Spawn #9/Key Angela227

Stories by Paul Dini, Peter Bagge, Sergio Aragones, Doug
TenNapel, Jim Mahfood, Scott Morse, Garth Ennis, Mark Hamill,
Stan Sakai, Pat Boone, Gene Simmons, Rob Zombie, Alice
Cooper, Marv Wolfman, Len Wein and more! NM condition.

1Simpsons Treehouse of Horror #2-11228

A collection of four still sealed, new in package figures from
multiple series all produced by Toy Biz. Figures include Ghost
Rider, Meanstreak and more. Figures are in excellent condition as
they are still sealed. Packaging is in good to great condition with
some mild scuffing, and edgewear to the cards and bubbles. Ghost

1Marvel Sealed Toy Biz Figures (4)229
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Rider's card measures 12"x7 3/4" for reference. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

All 8 issues from 2 different series by Doug Moench and Paul
Gulacy. NM condition.

1Six From Sirius I + II Sets Epic Comics230

Highlights include: 1st cameo appearance of Anti-Spawn, later
renamed The Redeemer, the first artwork on the Spawn title by
Greg Capullo, the 1st full appearance of the Redeemer, 1st
appearance of the Freak and more! NM condition.

1Spawn #13-37/1st Redeemer231

Includes complete Battle Armor He-Man figure with original
mini-comics PLUS mini-comics "The Secret Liquid of Life" and "The
Vengeance of Skeletor" and a vintage puffy sticker set. You get
everything pictured.

1MOTU Battle Armor He-Man + Extras232

Highlights include: 1st appearance and origin of Cy-Gor (#38), 1st
appearance of Tiffany (#44), 1st cameo appearance of Jessica
Priest, later becomes She-Spawn, and more. VF to NM overall,
most are NM.

1Spawn #38-76/1st Cy-Gor/Jessica Priest233

1st cover appearance of Wings of Redemption Spawn, Al Simmons
touched by both darkness and light. NM condition.

1Spawn #77/Key Cover234

A 1982 series 1 Stalker figure. Stalker comes loose from card, and
includes his original accessory and identification card. Figure
measures 3 3/4" in height and is in good condition with tight joints
with little to no paint wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the correct figures. Please see photos for further
completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Stalker Figure 1982235

Highlights include: #88 (Classic Todd McFarlane and Greg Capullo
cover), 1st appearance of Urizen (#93) and 1st appearance of Ab
and Zab (#95), a classic Angela cover (#97) and the 1st team
appearance of the Heavenly Hosts (#99). Overall VF to NM, most
are NM.

1Spawn #78-99 w/Keys236

6 different covers on this anniversary issue. Includes: Alex Ross,
Mike Mignola, Frank Miller and more. NM condition.

1Spawn #100/Death of Angela 6 Covers!237

A collection of two GI Joe figures including S3 Roadblock and a S4
Televiper. Figures all come with accessories and vary in
completion. Figures are generally in good to great condition with
some signs of discoloration from years of playwear. Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the correct figures.
Please see photos for further completion as well as details and
conditions.

1GI Joe Figure Lot (2)238

LOT # QTY

Includes cover A (McFarlane), cover B by McFarlane and Capullo,
cover D by Jock and cover E by Sean Murphy. NM condition.

1Spawn #250/4 Covers!239

#0 is a reprint of the 1st appearance of Spider-Girl in 'What If...?'
#105 (1998). NM condition.

1Spider-Girl #0 + #1/1st Appearance240

A collection of four still sealed, new in package X-Men figures from
both X-Men Robot Fighters and X-Men 2099 Figures include
Jubilee, Gambit, Skullfist, and Brimstone Love. Figures are in
excellent condition as they are still sealed. Packaging is in good
condition with some scuffing, edgewear and minor tears to the
cards and bubbles. Cards measure roughly 12"x7 3/4" for
reference. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1Marvel Sealed X-Men Figures (4)241

Full run. Includes variant and standard covers for issues #19-22. In
issue #10, Mac Gargan bonds with the Venom symbiote, final
page. This issue also features the first team appearance of the
Sinister Twelve. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1Marvel Knights Spider-Man #1-22 w/Variants242

Includes standard and variant covers for #525-528. Highlights
include #492-493 (Cover art by J. Scott Campbell featuring Mary
Jane Watson), the 500th issue double-sized anniversary issue and
the 1st appearance of Gabriel and Sarah Stacy, the twin children of
Gwen Stacy and Norman Osborn (#509). Overall VF to NM, most
are NM.

1Amazing Spider-Man #488-528 w/Variants243

A still sealed, new in package The Mighty Thor by Toy Biz. Thor is
in excellent condition as he is still sealed. Card measures 13"x9",
and has some general wear including some light bending around
the corners and some mild scuffing on the bubble. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

1Avenger's Mightiest Heroes Thor SEALED244

Includes first, second and third (Wieringo) variant covers. NM
condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man #529 w/Var. 1st Iron Spider!245

Includes additional variant covers for #537 and 539. Overall VF to
NM, most are NM.

1Amazing Spider-Man #530-543 w/Variants246

Three of He-Man's heroic allies: Man-E-Faces, Ram Man, and
Mekaneck! Man-E-Faces is the "Man-E-Weapons" variant with
additional weapons, missing only his sword. Ram Man and
Mekaneck are complete. Includes mini-comics!

1MOTU Heroic Warriors Lot (3)247

Alex Ross and John Romita covers. NM condition.
1Amazing Spider-Man #600 2 Covers248
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Both are full runs. Includes the FCBD #1. NM condition.
1Tiny Titans #1-50 + Little Archie #1-3249

A 1982 series 1 Cobra Officer figure. Officer comes loose from
card, and includes his original accessory and identification card.
Figure measures 3 3/4" in height and is in good condition with tight
joints with little to no paint wear. Hours were spent getting
weapons and accessories to the correct figures. Please see photos
for further completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Cobra Officer Figure 1982250

Eclipse, 1986. Full 4 issue series.  NM condition.
1Twisted Tales of Bruce Jones #1-4 Set251

#5 is a variant cover. Five-issue series that begins with heroes from
the Ultimate Universe exploring foreboding natural disasters
including underwater volcanoes, mentioned in Avengers Endgame.
NM condition.

1Ultimatum #1-5 Set/Marvel w/Variant252

A collection of two GI Joe figures including S2 Major Bludd and a
S4 Snow Serpent. Figures all come with accessories and vary in
completion. Figures are generally in good to great condition with
some signs of discoloration from years of playwear. Hours were
spent getting weapons and accessories to the correct figures.
Please see photos for further completion as well as details and
conditions.

1GI Joe Figure Lot (2)253

All 10 issues from the 1988 series. #1 is FN- with moisture damage
back cover, #5 is VF with creases back cover, and the rest are
NM-/NM overall.

1V For Vendetta #1-10 Set Alan Moore254

Exclusive San Diego Comic Con "Escape" Variant. FN+/VF-
condition.

1Walking Dead #100 SDCC Exclusive Variant255

A collection of four sealed pop culture figures such as Gene
Simmons, Lara Craft and more. Figures are in excellent conditions
as they are still sealed in original packaging. Packaging ranges
from good to great with mild scuffing, bends on some corners, and
edgewear. Gene Simmons's card measures 13 1/2"x 8 1/4" for
reference. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1Sealed Figures Lot (4)256

Monster Society of Evil #1-4, New Beginning #1-4 and the Power
of Shazam hardcover with dustjacket. VF+/NM condition.

1Shazam Mini-Series + Hardcover Lot257

Complete 5 issue series. #1 is the 1st appearance of Sentry. NM
condition.

1The Sentry #1-5 Set/Key 1st Sentry258

LOT # QTY

A collection of three still sealed, new in package X-Men figures.
Figures include Psylocke, Archangel, and Lady Deathstrike.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are still sealed.
Packaging is in good condition with some scuffing, edgewear to the
cards and bubbles. Cards measure roughly 12"x7 1/2" for
reference. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1Marvel Sealed X-Men Figures (3)259

15 comics. Includes #1-8, #1 variant, Special Edition Rough Cut
and (5) one-shot crossover comics. NM condition.

1The Sentry #1-8 Set + 1 Shots + Variant260

#! is the 1st appearance of Lucia Von Bardas, the Latverian
successor of Doctor Doom. #2 is the 1st appearance of Quake,
Daisy Johnson. NM condition.

1Secret War #1-5 Set/Marvel 1st Quake261

A collection of two still sealed, new in package Marvel figures
which include Spider Woman and Bride of Venom. Figures are in
excellent condition as they are still sealed. Packaging is in great
condition with some mild scuffing, and light edgewear to the cards
and bubbles. Cards measure roughly 12"x7 3/4" for reference.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1Marvel Sealed Figure Lot (2)262

5 comics. In the Red Zone is a chromium cover. NM condition.
1Sabretooth Death Hunt #1-4 + Red Zone263

#371 is the 1st appearance of Justice Peace, an enforcer
employed by the Time Variance Authority. #372 is the 1st cameo
team appearance of the Time Variance Authority, named and
explained - one panel of the TVA headquarters exterior and one
interior depicting monitors of the timeline. #378 is the debut of Thor
armor that served to protect his body after a curse from Hela made
him extremely fragile. NM-/NM condition.

1Thor #368/369/371-382/Key TVA264

The two Masters of the Universe figures with the coolest
hand-swapping gimmicks and the most easily lost accessories
together, fully complete! How complete? Trap-Jaw has the Warrior
Ring premium and both have their mini-comic!

1Trap-Jaw and Roboto COMPLETE265

#502 is the final issue of the first Thor series. NM-/NM condition.
1Thor #491-502 (Last Issue)266

Includes #1-12 as well as additional variant covers for #1 (x4), #2
(x2), #3, #4 (x2), and #6-8. In issue #5, 1st appearance of Loki as
a female, reborn in Sif’s body. NM condition.

1Thor #1-12 (588-599) w/Variants Female Loki267

A 1983 series 2 Cobra The Enemy. Enemy comes loose from card,
and includes his original accessory. Figure measures 3 3/4" in
height and is in good condition with tight joints with little to no paint
wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the

1GI Joe Cobra The Enemy Figure 1983268
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correct figures. Please see photos for further completion as well as
details and conditions.

#1 comes with 2 different covers. #617 is the 1st appearance of
Kid Loki. NM condition.

1Thor #600-621 + 620.1/1st Kid Loki269

#8 is the 1st team appearance of the Goddesses of Thunder,
Thor's future granddaughters: Atli, Ellisiv and Frigg. #19 is the 1st
cameo appearance of Old Galactus. #20 is the 1st full appearance
of Old Galactus. #25 is the 2nd cameo appearance of Jane Foster
as Thor. NM condition.

1Thor: God of Thunder #7-25/Keys270

A 1983 series 2 APC that is without box, but comes with
instructions. APC measures approximately 15"x6 1/4", and is in
good condition as well as complete. Wear includes some light
playwear including small surface scratches and sticker wear. Hours
were spent getting weapons and accessories to the correct figures
and vehicles. Please see photos for further completion as well as
details and conditions.

1GI Joe APC 1983271

Complete 5 issues series. Marvel Max. NM condition.
1Thor: Vikings #1-5 Set/Garth Ennis272

23 issues. #4 is the 1st full appearance of Jolt in costume. NM
condition.

1Thunderbolts #1-20 + #0 + Minus 1/Annual '97273

A collection of three still sealed, new in package X-Men figures.
Figures include Heavy Metal Beast, Quicksilver, and Iceman.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are still sealed.
Packaging is in great condition with some scuffing, edgewear to the
cards and bubbles. Cards measure roughly 12"x7 1/2" for
reference. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1Marvel Sealed X-Men Figures (3)274

13 consecutive issues from the 2007 series. NM condition.
1Brave and the Bold #1-13 (2007)275

8 issues. 2 complete mini-series. NM condition.
1Black Panther #1-4 (1988) + Panther's Prey #1-4276

A 1983 series 2 Duke figure that was available as a Mail-in only.
Duke comes loose from card, and includes all his original
accessories and identification card aside from one decal. Figure
measures 3 3/4" in height and is in good condition with tight joints
with little to no paint wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the correct figures. Please see photos for further
completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Duke Mail-In Figure 1983277

11 comics. Includes Batman vs. Predator (deluxe) #1-3, Part II
#1-4, Batman/Spawn, Spider-Man/Batman, Batman and Captain
America and Daredevil and Batman. NM condition.

1Batman Crossover Comic Lot278

LOT # QTY

25 comics. Includes #1-4 (Maximum), Starbuck #1-3, The Enemy
Within #1-3, Journey's End, Special Edition #1,  #1-3 (Real,
Press), Season III #1-2 and #1-5 from Dynamite. NM condition.

1Battlestar Galactica Comic Lot279

Lot of 5 Masters of the Universe figures in various states of missing
accessories or disrepair. You get all pictured.

1MOTU Incomplete/Damaged Figures280

19 issues. Includes a #0 from 2011 and one from 2012. #! is the
1st appearance of The Weeping Woman, La Llorna. NM condition.

1Batwoman #1-17 + #0 (2011 + 2012)281

All 6 issues of the limited series. NM condition.
1The Black Dragon #1-6 Set Epic/1988282

A 1982 series 1 Scarlett figure. Scarlett comes loose from card,
and includes her original accessory and identification card. Figure
measures 3 3/4" in height and is in good condition with tight joints
with little to no paint wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and
accessories to the correct figures. Please see photos for further
completion as well as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Scarlett Figure 1982283

19 issues. #0-8, Batman #1-3, Flash#1-3 and Superman #1-3. #8
comes with the standard and variant cover art by Ivan Reis. This
was a Diamond Retailer Summit exclusive. NM condition.

1Blackest Night #0-8 + Rare Variant and Tie-Ins284

All 32 issues of the 2002 series. NM-/NM condition.
1Captain America #1-32 Full Run 2002285

A collection of four sealed Switchblade figures which includes
Kenneth Irons, Sara Pezzini, Nottingham, and a variant Sara.
Figures are in excellent conditions as they are still sealed in original
packaging. Packaging ranges from good to great with mild scuffing,
bends on some corners, and edgewear. Card measures 13"x 8" for
reference. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1Switchblade Sealed Figures Lot (4)286

#25 is the death of Captain America and first team-up of the Falcon
and the Winter Soldier. This lot comes with an additional 2 variant
cover for issue #25. NM-/NM condition.

1Captain America #25-50 + Variants/Key287

#16 is the 1st appearance of the Red Skull's daughter, Synthea
Schmidt as Sin. Sin is rumored as the villain for Captain America 4.
NM condition.

1Captain America #15-24/Key/1st Sin288

A complete set of five sealed X-Men Monster Armor figures by Toy
Biz. Figures are in excellent condition as they are stilled sealed.
Packaging ranges from good to great with mild scuffing, bends on
some corners, and edgewear. Cards measures 12"x 7 3/4" for
reference. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

1X-Men Monster Armor Figure Complete Set289
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#11 is the origin of Winter Soldier and #14 is the first meeting of
the Winter Soldier and Falcon. The background art for the cover
was reprinted from Captain America #27. NM condition.

1Captain America #11-14/Key Winter Soldier290

#1 is the 1st cameo appearance of Winter Soldier. #6 is the 1st full
appearance of Bucky Barnes as the Winter Soldier. NM condition.

1Captain America #1-10/Key Winter Soldier291

A working G.I Joe 1985 MAULER tank that is with original box and
includes figure "Heavy Metal", accessories, and instructions.
Vehicle measures 16 1/2" x 6 1/2" . Vehicle appears to be in great
condition with minimal signs of storage wear and sticker wear.
Heavy Metal measures 3 3/4" and is in great condition. MAULER is
battery powered, and has been tested. Hours were spent getting
weapons and accessories to the vehicles. Please see photos for
completion and further details. Vehicle does not come with
batteries.

1GI Joe MAULER MBT Tank w/ Figure292

#20 is the 1st cameo appearance of Jessica Cruz. NM condition.
1Green Lantern #1-12+20+Annual/Key293

#1 with standard and Detroit Fanfare 2010 convention exclusive
variant! NM condition.

1Carnage #1 + Convention Variant294

A 1982 Cobra Commander that was only available as a mail-in
figure. Cobra Commander comes loose from card, but includes his
original accessory and identification card. Figure measures 3 3/4"
in height and is in good condition with tight joints and little to no
paint wear. Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to
the correct figures. Please see photos for further completion as well
as details and conditions.

1GI Joe Cobra Commander Mail-In Figure 1982295

#46 has cover art by Jerry Ordway featuring Superman vs Shazam
that was inspired by Nick Cardy's cover art on Superman #276
(1974). NM condition.

1Power of Shazam #1-47/Full Run (1995)296

Complete 12 issue series by Alan Moore. NM-/NM condition.
1Watchmen #1-12 Set/DC 1986297

Complete with original box. Tree has a broken limb (present) and
one of the hinge-poles for the prison door has broken off.

1Fright Zone Playset298

#35 is the 1st cover appearance of Sam Wilson in Captain America
costume. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

1Avengers #1-44 + Annual #1/Full Run299

#14 is the Preview appearance of Hellboy, published before Dime
Press #4 and #21 is the 1st appearance of Hellboy in color. NM
condition.

1Next Men #1-30 Run/1st Hellboy300

LOT # QTY

A G.I Joe 1985 MORAY Hydrofoil that comes with original box, and
includes figure "Lampreys", accessories, and instructions. Hydrofoil
measures approximately 21" x 8". Hydrofoil appears to be in good
condition with small signs of storage wear and sticker wear. Series
4 Lampreys figure is in great condition with all accessories and
displays little to no storage wear and is about 3 3/4" in height.
Hours were spent getting weapons and accessories to the vehicles.
Please see photos for completion and further details.

1Gi Joe MORAY Hydrofoil 1985301
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